
Warehouse terminal of JSC 
“PushkinskayaPloshchad

Printing Plant”

The “A” grade warehouse complex 
is located in Moscow near
Pechatniki metro station.



“А” grade warehouse complex

 Favorable location of the warehouse is characterized by the immediate 
vicinity to the extended infrastructure of the city, with convenient drives 
from the highways.



“А” grade warehouse complex

 Separately designated railway branch enables receiving and 
dispatching the products by the railway transport, which 
significantly cuts expense for delivery of the products. 



Dispatch windows located along the whole perimeter allow 

serving fast a considerable amount of vehicles with different 

loading capacity.



The shelf storage is made as the seven-eight storey cell type with the possibility of placing 

the pallets different in size. The stacks are 12 meters high, the warehouse floor coating is 

applied by the dust-free floor technology. All stacks are equipped with the collision 

protection, which reduces the risk of damaging the stacks with the storage equipment.



The warehouse complex is designed for 7 500 pallets. Total area of the storage facilities of the 

warehouse terminal is 6000 m2. The warehouse is equipped with the modern storage 

equipment, with the use of the narrow passage technology “CROWN”. The WMS-system 

with application of bar coding and bin location storage is installed  in the warehouse. The 

warehouse complex is monitored by the security staff on a round-the-clock basis, both 

physically and with video surveillance.



The warehouse complex complies with all standards of the modern “А” grade 

warehouse complex and is aimed at providing the full, quality and advanced 

service package of processing and safe custody of cargoes according to the client’s 

preferences

Provided service package:

 Storage of goods

 Load and unload of the goods on and from 
any types of motor vehicles

 Transportation and forwarding services on 
product delivery in all regions of Russia by
different means of transport (motor and 
railroad transport)

 Office rental

 Comprehensive automated accounting with 
provision of the required statements.



Our address:

Moscow, Shosseynaya St., Bld. 4D, 

 For more details on the warehousing services, please , 
contact:
+7 (495) 276-16-06


